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1. Let D = {d1, . . . , dn} be a set of documents and T = {t1, . . . , tm} a set of terms (words). Let
TD = (TDi,j)i=1...m,j=1...n be a matrix such that TDi,j corresponds to the number of times
the term ti appears in the document dj . Assume a process where a document dj is randomly
choosen with uniform probability and then a term ti, present in dj , is randomly choosen with
a probability proportional to the frequency of ti in dj .

(a) How do you transform the matrix TD to obtain a matrix P (T,D), such that P (T,D)i,j =
P (ti, dj) (the joint probability of term ti and document dj).

(b) How do you obtain the P (T |D) matrix?

(c) How do you obtain the P (D|T ) matrix?

2. Let li be the lenght, number of characters, of term ti, and let L = (l1, . . . , lm) be a column
vector.

(a) Calculate E[l], the expected value of the random variable l corresponding to the length
of a randomly choosen term.

(b) Calculate Var(l), the variance of l.

(c) Show that Var(al + b) = a2Var(l), where a and b are arbitrary constants.

3. Find an expression for P (T |D) that exclusively uses P (D|T ), P (T,D) and, optionally, con-
stant matrices/vectors.

4. Find an expression for the matrix COV = (Cov(ti, tj))i,j=1...m, the covariance of the random
variables corresponding to terms.

5. (optional) What is the meaning of the Eigenvector of COV correspondign to the largest
Eigenvalue?

Note: In all the cases use standard matrix and scalar operations: transposition, matrix multipli-
cation (*), matrix elementwise operations (+, -, .*, ./), matrix-scalar operations, etc.


